"Sorry we Can't Accept"

OUR MOTTO—UNTIL JOHN LEARNED HOW TO ALKALIZE ACID DIGESTION

ON JOHN, HERE'S AN INVITATION TO THE DINNER OF THE SEASON.
EVERYBODY WILL BE THERE—

YOU HAVE TO KNOW HOW TO ATOLL OF ACID DIGESTION ON ME.
FOR ME AND WORSE ON THE OTHERS.

NOTHING, DOCTOR. MAYBE YOU
CAN TELL ME WHAT I WANT TO DO
FOR MY ACID DIGESTION.

EVEN IF YOU JUST
TRY ALKALIZING YOUR STOMACH WITH PHILLIPS MILK OF
MAGNESIA—ALWAYS ON HAND,
YOU FEEL LIKE NEW.

Tablet in jar.

![Image of a woman and man preparing food]

What a difference

In Eye-Make-Up

Prepared for Eyes

Fast Relief

For Itchy Skin

Resinol

Ointment

Daggett & Ramsdell

Special Offer

Two Famous Daggett & Ramsdell Creams for the Price of One!

*1.00 jar of Golden Cleansing Cream
*1.00 jar of Perfect Tissue Cream

Both for $1.00

Only while the limited supply of this special combination package lasts will you be able to purchase both these famous Daggett & Ramsdell creams for the price of one!

Golden Cleansing Cream is being hailed by thousands of women as the sensation of the year... for it not only leaves the skin exquisitely clean, but "wakes up" new beauty with its invigorating action.

Perfect Tissue Cream, specially created for overnight use, softens the skin by supplying natural oils... helps correct and prevent lines and wrinkles.

Due to the limited supply, only one out of every three hundred women will be able to obtain this special combination package today—so that you can start this new beauty treatment tonight.

Daggett & Ramsdell

THE SECONDS RAB
GIANT PANDA IN CAP... TIVITY, Mei-Mei, gets acquainted with the first, Su Su, held at the Brook... field zoo in the presence of their captor, Miss. William H. Markham Jr.

BRITISH OFFICIALS WEL... LAYS IN TROUBLED TIMES—
Mrs. Chamberlain, wife of the prime minister, superintending with a game at a London ball.

The Bishop of London waves his knees in a duel at a

church conference.

To Alkalize Acid Indigestion Be Sure You Get Phillips'

With "acid indigestion" it stands to reason that the longer it goes the worse it gets—and the harder it is to alkalize. Therefore, act at the first sign of digestion.

Tell me this well—some Phillips Tablets

Alone. Everything would be fine.

After the dinner party

Boy what a dinner. I amy appetite

And drink too much. Now I'll thank my

Phillips Tablets like the doctors said some

Hope they work.

Mary, I feel like a million dollars now.

No more stomach upset, no acid indigestion. Life is a new game, on life.

Don't that wonderful, I'm going to give Phillip's Milk of Magnesia to the children. So far so good.

Signs Which Often Indicate Acid Indigestion

These are signs:

Pains after eating

Loss of appetite

Frequent indigestion

Nausea

 Anaemia

Recovery of weight

The Original in liquid form

For at least one week and with genuine Phillips Milk of Magnesia in its original glass bottle.

Phillips' Milk of Magnesia